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Find Free WordPress Themes and plugins. CSS this subject requires candidates to be updated with general
knowledge of history, geography, politics and day to day development of news event. It is a dynamic subject
and student hardly gets competitive Notes from a single source. Current affair is all about latest happenings in
Pakistan and world. It includes hot topics in the world including economy, politics, social issues and the
relation of Pakistan with rest of the world. Current Affair is a compulsory subject of CSS and consists of
marks. CSS aspirants have to get themselves prepared reading lots of books, newspapers, and columns to keep
themselves updated with the latest news and updates. It is a compulsory subject and high scoring subject.
Getting passing marks in the current affairs paper will not help any student for qualifying into a particular
service group. It is necessary for students to be connected with the world, keep an eye on the drastic changes
and study geographical dynamics to attempt the paper in the right manner. It is essential for a successful
bureaucrat to know what is happening and what will happen in coming years. So, a student has to think like a
bureaucrat to attempt the paper and gain sufficient knowledge to qualify the paper. What to do with Degree?
You can still make your efforts to get a hold on the subject with hard work and dedication. However, there is
no need of a specialized degree in journalism or current affairs to appear for the competitive exams. Current
Affairs for Competitive Exams Attempting for competitive exams is all about the test of memory. It depends
on student how much information he absorbs during the preparation and how effectively he recalls this
information on time. The questions can be from any part of the topic and you have to answer it briefly in the
exams. This subject is not specific and a broad subject consisting of various branches. It is important to
mention here that all the branches of current affairs are not necessarily linked to it. Some of the major
branches of current affairs are:
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LASER is an acronym for: Mohenjo Darro and Harrapa were discovered in a. Hujjatullah ul Baligha was
written by a. Shah Wali Ullah b. Syed Ahmed Brailvi c. Sir Syed Ahmaed Khan d. Barhamo Samraj was
founded by a. Raja Ram Mohan Roy c. Sardar Patel D d. First President of Congress was a. Jawaher Lal
Nehru d. First census in India was made in the period of a. Syed Ahmed Shaheed b. Syed Ahmed Khan c. Sind
was separated from Bombay in: Dar ul Uloom Deoband was founded by a. Maulana Mehmood Hassan b. Syed
Ahmed Nanatovi c. The Viceroy of India in was a. The first secretary of Khilafat Committee was a.
Mohamamd Ali Jouahr b. Moulana Sahuqat Ali c. Moulana Hasrat Mohani d. The first Foreign Minister of
Pakistan was a. Sir Zafrullah Khan b. Who was convicted in Rawalpindi Conspiracy case a. Faiz Ahmad Faiz
b. Pakistan purchased Gawadar from a. Iran d None The largest Agency in the Northern Area of Pakistan is a.
Militants attacked Quaid e Azam Residency in a. General Election of was held on a. The politician who served
as both Governor General and Prime Minister was a. The British Parliament announced the Independence Act
on a. None 3rd June India cut off the flow of canal waters to West Punjab for first time on a. Kashmir sold to
Gulab Singh in a. Suez Canal was nationalized by Egypt in: International Peace Day is celebrated since:
Martin Luther King Jr. Operation Enduring Freedom was launched by US in a. Ozone Layer restricts a. World
Water Day is celebrated every year on: Ecology Deals with a. For water purification Alum is used to remove
a. Metal used to galvanize iron is called a. The concept that a single dominant power can maintain world peace
is called a. Balance of Power d. Balance of Terror Rational interests persuaded by individual causing
collective destruction is called tragedy of a. All of these The largest part of Hydrosphere is a. Friction can be
reduced by changing from a. Sliding to rolling b. Rolling to sliding c. Dynamic to Static d. Walking to
Running Answer Not Confirm Latitude of a place expresses its regular position relative to a. The infrared
radiation from sun are strongly absorbed by a. Plants Not Confirm a.
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1) FIFA World Cup will be hosted by: (a) Poland (b) Romania (c) Russia (d) None of these Answer: (c) Explanation: The
FIFA World Cup will be the 21st FIFA World Cup, a quadrennial international football tournament contested by the men's
national teams of the member associations of FIFA.

It is scheduled to take place in Russia from 14 June to 15 July , after the country was awarded the hosting
rights on 2 December The Organization of Islamic Cooperation founded in has 57 members, 56 of which are
also member states of the United Nations. The European Union EU comprises 28 member states. Prime
Minister Theresa May invoked Article 50 on 29 March to formally initiate the withdrawal process. The Cold
War began a long period of rivalry which pitted the U. The Cold War was fought on the political, economic,
and propaganda fronts. The Cold War was to dominate international affairs for decades and many major crises
occurred â€” the Cuban Missile Crisis, Vietnam, Hungary and the Berlin Wall being just some. For many, the
growth in weapons of mass destruction was the most worrying issue. The NPT is a landmark international
treaty whose objective is to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and weapons technology, to promote
cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and to further the goal of achieving nuclear disarmament
and general and complete disarmament. Opened for signature in , the Treaty entered into force in On 11 May ,
the Treaty was extended indefinitely. A total of States have joined the Treaty, including the five
nuclear-weapon States. Pakistan and India have both refused to sign the NPT. The Baikonur Cosmodrome was
originally constructed by the Soviet Union in the late s as the base of operations for its space program. Both
Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite, and Vostok 1, the first manned spaceflight, were launched from
Baikonur. Elizabeth I was Queen of England and Ireland from to Through her parents and grandparents,
Elizabeth II can trace her ancestors back long before Elizabeth I! When he died in February Elizabeth became
Queen. Her coronation was on 2 June Queen Elizabeth II is one of the most famous women in the world. She
has visited many countries and met many world leaders. She has probably travelled more miles than any king
or queen in history. Only Queen Victoria has had a longer reign 63 years days. British rule in Burma lasted
from to , from the Anglo-Burmese Wars through the creation of Burma as a province of British India to the
establishment of an independently administered colony, and finally independence. After three Anglo-Burma
Wars , and Burma was conquered and transformed into a British colony. Burma became an official colony on
January 1, The British ruled Burma as a part of India from until In , Burma was made a crown colony of
Britain. Britain in part used Burma as a buffer zone between India and the rest of Asia 11 Oldest tennis venue:
The Championships, Wimbledon, commonly known simply as Wimbledon, is the oldest tennis tournament in
the world, and is widely considered the most prestigious. It has been held at the All England Club in
Wimbledon, London, since and is played on outdoor grass courts. Bishkek formerly Pishpek and Frunze, is the
capital and largest city of the Kyrgyz Republic. During the Soviet era, the city was home to a large number of
industrial plants, but most have been shut down since or now operate on a much reduced scale. The last census
in Pakistan was conducted in since then there are mere estimates that Pakistan works with for policy making.
Constitutionally Pakistan is bound to conduct census every 10 years. The March census are taking place after a
gap of two decades. Pakistan has a long history of Census taking and the first regular Population Census in the
area now comprising Pakistan was held in Since then regular censuses have been conducted after every ten
years in the year ending at one. After independence, the first census of Pakistan was conducted in , the second
in while the third census was held in instead of due to political environment in the country and war with India.
The fourth census was held in March and fifth one which was due in could be held in March, due to specific
circumstances. Anwar el-Sadat was the one-time president of Egypt who shared the Nobel Peace Prize for
establishing peace agreements with Israel. The resolution, proposed by the Prime Minister, Liaquat Ali Khan,
proclaimed that the future constitution of Pakistan would not be modeled entirely on a European pattern, but
on the ideology and democratic faith of Islam. Individual do have religion but state had not. Mian Muhammad
Iftikharuddin was the only Muslim member in the house who opposed the resolution. With around , farmers
cultivating cotton, China is the biggest cotton producing country. The cultivation requires moderate rainfall.
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To save the plant from pests, there is a huge usage of pesticides and fertilizers. The explosion wiped out 90
percent of the city and immediately killed 80, people; tens of thousands more would later die of radiation
exposure. Three days later, a second B dropped another A-bomb on Nagasaki, killing an estimated 40, people.
Described as the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century by the current president of Russia
Vladimir Putin the collapse of the Soviet Union has caused profound changes in global political and economic
affairs, impacting the lives of hundreds of millions of people. Economic factors have played an immense role
in the collapse of the Soviet Union and this role relates to the negative impacts of centrally-planned economic
system. Substantial disadvantages associated with centrally-planned economic system include inefficiencies
associated with resource distribution, lack of economic stability and lack of motivation for quality
improvement due to the absence of competition and each of these disadvantages have played their part. The
Suez Canal is an extremely crucial and famous shipping canal allowing the passage of vessels between the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea. The canal was constructed in the mids and as has been recognized as a
maritime route to be open at all times, to shipping vessels of all countries in order to facilitate continuity in
maritime trade operations irrespective of global conflicts. Please Share your comments using Facebook ID.
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As per traditions and customs, women between 10 and 50 years of age were not allowed to enter into
Sabarimala Temple. According to a Walk Free Foundation report in , there were 46 million people enslaved
worldwide in Current Affairs Notes , Indian Polity Notes In India only about 16 out of people booked for
criminal offences are finally convicted. Low rate of conviction points to the inefficiency of the Criminal
Justice System of India â€” which includes the police, prosecutors, and the judiciary. This results in a big
problem of people losing faith â€¦ September 24, Filed under: We thank all our readers for the warm support
and reception given for the first and second editions. Kerala is facing its worst flood in years. Never before
had the State witnessed a calamity of this scale. Please join us in rescue and recovery. Kerala Floods â€” How
can â€¦ July 27, Filed under: How can ISPs treat data on the Internet unequally? Six states â€¦ May 30, Filed
under: We will also see if the inefficient working of Medical Council of India MCI has compounded the
problems in the health sector. Then we analyze what government had done to alleviate the situation. Finally,
we will examine what â€¦ April 12, Filed under: Many atrocities have been committed against them since time
immemorial. Dalits and Tribals still face â€¦ April 6, Filed under: Current Affairs Notes , Science and
Technology Notes The Blockchain technology has become a regular news item with the emergence of
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. Yes, the blockchain technology is changing our world. You or your parents do
that, right? But what if tomorrow, your refrigerator directly orders for vegetables after analysing the shortage
in stock? Yes, that is possible with the emergence of a new concept called the Internet of Things IoT. Current
Affairs Notes , International Affairs Notes Economists are warning that the world is on the verge of an all-out
trade war. With US President Donald Trump imposing a lot of taxes on imports, and China hitting back with
similar measures, there is every possibility that world will witness a new war â€” a trade war â€” â€¦ March
29, Filed under: They get different pieces of advice like 0. It is one of the emerging and innovative ideas
which is boomed after the spread of the internet. The Economic Survey has relied upon analysis of the new
data to highlight ten new economic facts, which is discussed below. Large increase in registered indirect as â€¦
January 27, Filed under: What is the capital of Israel? In September , Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his
Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe laid the foundation stone of the ambitious bullet train project â€” connecting
Mumbai with Ahmadabad. There are arguments for and against adopting bullet trains in India. Does India
really need bullet trains? Current Affairs Notes , Foreign Relations Notes India and Switzerland have had good
relations since ages and both have common interests in various fields. In this article, we discuss in detail the
major aspects of India-Switzerland relations. Centrally Sponsored Schemes â€¦ October 21, Filed under:
Current Affairs Notes , Foreign Relations Notes Eliminating the hesitations of history, India and the United
States have built a strong and strategic bilateral relationship and continues to contribute the stability and
prosperity of the world. He propounded and propagated the Non-Alignment â€¦ October 19, Filed under:
Current Affairs Notes A national policy is a course or principle of action adopted or proposed by the state.
Aspirants preparing for civil services exam, need to be aware of various national policies. There, the idea of
promoting a growth corridor was crystallized. Subsequently in , at the African Development Bank meeting
held in Gujarat, India unveiled the vision document â€¦ October 7, Filed under: The commission was formed
under the chairmanship of Professor M. From December to October , it has submitted five reports. Current
Affairs Notes , Indian Society Notes The status of women in India had been declining from ancient to
medieval times â€” before promotion of equal rights by various reformers. But even today, women face
inequality and subjugation. It is in this regard National Policy on Women gains significance. There exists no
recourse for the electorate if they are unhappy with their elected representative. What if they have a right to
recall legislators before the end of the term? What â€¦ September 15, Filed under: Current Affairs Notes ,
Internal Security Notes End of the cold war and the rise of globalization has changed the concept of national
security among the nations. In this article, we discuss in detail about 16 non-traditional security issues faced
by India, â€¦ September 13, Filed under: Current Affairs Notes , Indian Polity Notes Arbitration in India is
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gaining importance given the overstressed judicial system with the huge pendency of cases. In this article, we
discuss topics like the importance of arbitration, the â€¦ September 9, Filed under: In this article, let us analyse
some â€¦.
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Candidates get CSS Current Affairs Notes to display an extensive show of their knowledge in the CSS exams,
especially in this paper. CSS this subject requires candidates to be updated with general knowledge of history,
geography, politics and day to day development of news event.

We all know that most of the competitive exams in Pakistan come up with these two subject areas, and most
of the students feel great difficulties to score high marks in it. One reason could be that there is constant
development in the Global Affairs and National Politics on a daily basis, which makes it difficult to stay
updated with all the latest affairs all the time. We need to strategize our plan of action to prepare for it
accordingly; otherwise it will be tough nut to break for sure. Some Important Tips to Follow: So, always be
ready to be amazed by a new observation, new piece of knowledge and new feeling of curiosity about
anything and everything you see. Your mind is filled with hundreds and thousands of questions. Did you
Know Who climbed the Mt. Everest For the First Time? How Does a Microwave oven Work? Who are the
Haqqani Network? How many operations our Army has done against Terrorists, what are the names of all
those major operations? Even if its a fifth grade school book. Once you read it then you will realize that even
small bits and pieces of information can add up to your knowledge base. Reading can include anything: We
need to make a habit of reading newspapers regularly. One tip is to go for e-Dawn news. Simply download the
app and keep yourself updated on the go. You need to get it from your local bookstore, and start reading it
thoroughly. These magazines beautifully categorize the articles with its genres to make it interesting to read
on. This will increase your chances of cracking the competitive exams with ease, as you grow your GK
consistently. Some useful Blogs are: Better is to watch 9pm news every night. You could also get the
highlights of daily news in video format at http: All the leading ones shows the glimpses of all important
events of the day quite frequently, so 30 minutes will be enough for you to boost up your current affairs and
GK knowledge. This diary will become quite useful for the revision part, as it will provide you information
about all the important events at a place. You should keep revising the diary frequently, as it will help you to
memorize important names, dates, awards, events etc. It also helps for preparation of all compulsory subjects.
Use Social Networking Sites for Good Believe me or not you can surely use social networking sites to your
benefits. You can join some Facebook pages, or follow some twitter accounts that are related to current affairs.
Home-deliveries are made within 5 working days. Conclusionâ€” Civil Superior Services CSS examination
has a lot of questions about current affairs and dealing with them is the toughest task for most candidates. But
staying up-to-date with the current happenings and making it a hobby can bring an ease for the candidate.
Chapter 6 : Current Affairs Important Past Papers Notes â€“ CSS PMS To Onward | Daily Based
Monthly Global Point Current Affairs July Global Point: Current Affairs Magazine is being brought out by the CSS Point
Current Affairs team. The magazine Current Affairs July seeks to keep its focus on all round strategic developments
taking place in Pakistan and Internationally on a monthly basis.
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Chapter 8 : Current Affairs MCQs | PPSC SPSC NTS FPSC CSS PMS MCQs Past Papers Jobs Results S
Current Affairs Notes for CSS (Officers Academy Lahore) - Free ebook download as PDF File .pdf) or read book online
for free. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site. Search Search.
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